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mense numbers. The plain of Ooroomiah is
about forty miles in length, lying upon the cen
tral section of the lake, aud in its broadest
part is about twenty miles wide. Imposing
branches of the Koordish mountains sweep
down quite to the waters of the lake, at the
extremities of the plain, enclosing it like a
vast amphitheatre. With the adjacent declivi
ties of the mountains, it comprises an area of
about six hundred square miles, and contains
at least three hundred and thirty villages. It
is amply watered by three considerable" riv
ers, besides many smaller streams. Its soil is
extremely fertile, and is all under high culti
vation.
Its staple productions are wheat,
rice, cotton, tobacco and wine; and it abounds
in a great variety of fruits. Besides ten or
twelve species of the grape, it yields cher
ries, apricots, apples, plums, melons, nuts,
etc., etc., in the most ample profusion. And
the number of orchards and trees planted on
the ‘ water-courses,’ is such as to give much
of it the appearance of American forests.
About twelve miles back from the lake, and
about two miles from the mountains, is the ci
ty of Ooroomiah. It is the ancient. Thebarma, the birth-place, as tradition says, of Zo
roaster. It contains about twenty-five thou
sand inhabitants, and is four miles in circum
ference. Like other cities of Persia, it is
surrounded by a mud-wall and a ditch’; and

their manners of the suavity and urbanity of
the Persian character. By the side of their
rude countrymen from the mountains, they ap
pear like antipodes. This difference in the
appearance and character of the two classes is
owing entirely to their local circumstances.—
And we may regard it as a felicity, that the
mountaineers are impelled by interest or ne
cessity frequently to visit the plain, where
they cannot avoid a softening humanizing in
fluence. Andas, in the progress ofour work,
the people of this province shall become yet
more enlightened and elevated by the revival
of the spirit of Christianity among them, their
intercourse will tell yet more powerfully on
their less civilized brethren, and, through
them, on all classes of the wild mountaineers.

their way through the academy, the college,
and the theological seminary as they can.
And let Sunday schools establish and support
themselves, and temperance agent9 see, since
they are so much in favor of abstinence, if
they cannot get along without the staff of
life?—For my part I do not know what calls
to except, and, therefore, I judge the safer way
to be to receive none?

4. If the calls are many, the expenditures
are more: and we not only spend, but
waste and in more ways than we give.
5. If the calls you receive are so many,
suppose, in order to avoid them, you make
some.—Turn agent for some society, and you
shall see how much more pleasant it is to
make calls than to receive them. We will
Biblical Repository.
excuse you from contribution if you will solicit.
But that you would not like at all. ‘You can
‘When Herod the King had heard ’he»s things he
troubled, and all Jcrusale.
with him?—Matt. ii. 3.
not bear begging. It is the most unpleasant
What! city of oui God,
thing in the world to apply to people for mo
And wertthou troubled too,
ney? Very well, if you decline this branch
To hear thy Morning Star had dawned at last!
of the alternative, then do not complan of the
Didst love th’ oppressing rod
other. If you will not turn out and make
Of Rome, degraded Jew,
the calls, you must sit still and receive them.
The heavy, heathen chains, that gall’d and held It is the easier part; and you ought to be good
thee fast?
natured when you receive one of those calls
—aye, and even grateful to the man who
Let him be troubled sore,
comes to you, that he affords you another op
The’ usurping kin, whose brow
portunity of offering one of the sacrifices
Darkened at distant tidings of the birth
with which God is well pleased, without
Of One, who, though he wore
going out of your way to do it. Others must
A crown of thorns, doth now
Tread down the golden crowns of the false kings of go out to do good, but you can sit still and
earth. ,
do good.
Do these calls pester you? They bless
Oh ye of Abram’s race,
others. Yonder is a poor woman reading
Unworthy of your sire!
the Bible which your money paid for. And
How would he have rejoiced to see Christ’s day;
there is another weeping over a Tract which
To see him face to face,
she owes to your donation. And there is a
And of th’ unkir.dled fire—
third blessing people that support domestic
The up-raised knife God did in mercy stay—
missions; and there is a heathen mother, who
The’ innocent trembling child,
perhaps would have immolated her child, if
The father’s only son, —
your contribution had not helped to send her
Think with a greatful heait, that faith was given
the gospel. Do you hear that young man?
Amidst that conflict wild,
How well he preaches! You assisted to ed
To trust in God above,
ucate him.—Dear friend, do not complain, but
So that of him all nations should be blessed of
welcome every call; treat all the agents with
Heaven.
civility, and do as much as you any way
Was it ye did not know
can for the various benevolent objects;
Your promised Prince was near?
for ‘time is short,’ and all the regret which
Look to the holy books ye so much prize,
your liberality will occasion you, I will con
Why to believe so slow?
sent to suffer.—Dr. Nevins.

gerous tendency to bias the minds of the youth
who are now pursuing their education in
Athens and other parts of Greece. These,
born in this country, where superstition aud
error prevail to a great extent, and educated
in after-life in foreign countries where vital
religion is scarcely known, have settled down
into carelessness and indifference concerning
the great subject of religion, and some, we
fear, into avowed infidelity. To such no
warning voice is publicly lifted up—the voice
of the preacher is silent in the land. The
evangelical press should supply this defect,
but there is none such to be found, except the
missionaries supply the means by a judicious
selection of works peculiarly adapted to that
class, and present them to such in an acceptatable dress.

eth us with it. If we love it not, it will make
us often offended with it, and him who speaks
it unto us, exciting in us discontent, and a contenuous disposition; so much so, that we will
ascribe to the minister the evil thoughts and
motives which we should take to ourselves.'
Thus if we carefully analyze ourown feelings,'
we shall, in most cases, find that the conten
tious spirit is in ourselves, and when we think
we have a cause of quarrel or fault-finding
with our faithful minister, we are as Saul was°
‘kicking against the pricks? or fighting against
God, and the power of his tmth, a condi
tion need we say, of great and solemn import
to every professing Christian, showing but too
manifestly, that the triumph over the world,
the flesh, and the devil, is but partially accom
plished.

The existing remnant of Nestorian Chris
tians is found principally among the moun
tains of Koordistan, and in Ooroomiah, an adConsider then, my Christian brethren, that
‘For the immediate wants of those under
J acent district in the western part of Persia.—
our own particular care, the appropriation of } our kind, affectionate, and faithful minister
Geographically, they are situated between 36°
the Committee ($500,) will greatly assist has not only the more open and undisguised
'and 39° of north latitude, and between 43°
us. We have in our family more than sixty enmity of the natural heart to contend against
and 46° of east longitude.
Greek girls who would read with delight most in his ordinary ministrations of the tmth, but
Koordistan is the ancient Assyria, embra
of your narrative Tracts. They have been in cases like the one I am now supposing,
cing also a part of Armenia and of ancient
faithfully instructed in spiritual things, and wherein he may be combatting some particular
^Vledia. It consists mainly of wide ranges of
when the truths which they have heard from form or kind of error, there may exist other
mountains, which divide the Turkish and the
the lips of their teachers are exemplified in a and disastrous powers of opposition, superin
Persian empires.
Its western sections are
pleasing narrative, we find that a deep im duced from without, lest we be found
nominally subject to Turkey, and its eastern,
pression is made upon the mind. The ‘Child’s treacherous in our support of him, and unwit
to Persia. The inhabitants, however, pay
Book on Repentance’ has been examined by tingly it may be, but not innocently, exerting
but a limited allegiance to either; and some
us several times, and we have regretted that our influence against him. Next to his de
of them—the Aakkary tribe, in central Koor
the means for publishing it in Greek were not pendence upon the grace of God for strength,
distan, in particular—are nearly or quite inde most of its houses are built of unburnt brick.
within our reach. But now, since you have the wisdom and counsel of God for knowl
Its
markets
are
good
for
this
country
;
its
pendent. The Koords—the Carduchi ofXenkindly come forward to help us, the important edge and guidance, where does your minister
streets
are
wider
than
is
common
in
the
East;
ophen, who gave him so much trouble, on his
truth it illustrates will soon be put in the hands look for godly counsel, for compassion, for
and
it
has
quite
an
air
of
comfort,
from
the
retreat with the ten thousand—consist of a
of those who will be taught to examine the brotherly Christian kindness and encourage
great number of tribes, who, from time im great number of shade-trees interspersed
movements of their own hearts, and compare ment, and above all, when a sense of the aw
among
the
dwellings.
memorial, have been keepers of flocks—wild,
them with what is related in this new book ful responsibility of his labors comes over
From elevations back of the city, the be
fierce barbarians, given to plunder. Much of
him, and he feels of himself,’ how unfit
for their spiritual instruction.
holder,
as
he
looks
down
upon
the
smiling
<heir country is exceedingly rough, and admits
‘ Be assured, my dear brother, that Mrs. and unable he is for those things; and his own
gardens
below
him
—
then
on
the
city,
halfbu-of but little cultivation. This, added to the
Hill and myself retain the most lively recol spirit is cast down, and desponding, and his
fierceness of the people, renders portions of ned in shrubbery—next on the vast plain,
lection of our former connections with you heart almost faileth him, for very weakness
studded
with
its
hundreds
of
villages,
and
its
it well nigh inaccessible, and consequently but
and the Committee. We may now be obli of the flesh, from whence looketh he for aid
thousands of orchards and hedges of poplars,
little known to civilized nations.
ged to make large demands upon your liberal and support? Truly to those of his own house
willows
and
sycamores,
and
gleaming
with
The Nestorians of Koordistan inhabit the
ity. Our plans have just been brought to a hold, to his own people, who have been giv
wildest and most inaccessible parts of the its almost illimitable fields, waving a golden
point from which various avenues of useful en to him by his Master, as seals of his min
harvest,
and
farther
still
on
the
azure
bosom
Kordish mountains. Some of the districts
ness
are distinctly seen. Our further means istry, who are his crowns of rejoicing here,
are so rough, that no beast of burden, save of the placid lake, beaming and sparkling like
of doing good will be much crippled if we and are to be his witnesses in heaven. Our
a
mighty
mirror,
under
the
brilliancy
of
a
Per

with the utmost difficulty, can travel over
have not proper moral and religious books blessed Lord, being without sin, was touched
them. The least populous districts of these sian sky,—and finally on the blue mountains,
to aid us in exemplifying the truths we teach. with a feeling of our infirmities, was tempted
away
m
the
distance
—
has
before
him
one
of
^Nestorians, as Garver, Somai, Chara, Mamoo‘ Our pupils, after having been with us from like as we are, being in the flesh ;—think not
diah, and some others, are subject to the Koor the loveliest and grandest specimens of natu
the age of infancy to womanhood, must not then, that your minister is more tljan God,’
ral
scenery
that
was
ever
presented
to
the
eye
dish tribes who dwell in the same districts,
Has Herod’s guilty fear
only have the sacred truths of the gospel in that he is not subject unto such things; or
and by theni are sorely oppressed and often of man. And forgetting for the moment the Dscovered what your faith, ye proudly wise,
HOUSES IN PALESTINE.
their heads, but they must have them also in that he is more than man, that he needeth not
moral
night
that
broods
over
so
bright
a
scene,
plundered. Other districts, as Diss, Jeloo,
The way in which many of the houses in their hands, ‘Jest by any means they let them youi support, by continued prayer and suppli
Will not reveal to you?
Hass, Tehoob, and Tiaree, have a larger Nes it is easy for him to conceive that he is survey
Palestine are built, even in the present day, slip,’ and that they themselves may have the cation, or your countenance and encourage
Ye cannot,—will not seek
torian population, and are more independent of ing the garden of Eden.
may help to explain some of the circumstan opportunity of distributing them among their ment, by word and deed, in all prudence and
I he climate of Ooroomiah is naturally Him, whom the pure in heart can only see;
their Koordish neighbors. Such is particular
ces mentioned in the cure of the paralytic own ignorant parents and relatives. The tea propriety of speech, that you do not by word
’Tis to a chosen few,
ly the case of Tiaree, situated in the rugged, one of the finest in the world. It resembles,
man, as given to us in St. Luke’s Gospel, chers whom we are forming, and who are to or action, or even by an expressive silence,
The
wise
men
and
the
meek,
narrow valley of the river Zab—running into in its temperature, that of our middle States. Who shall find out their Lord; and bend before his cli. v. ver. 13.
go out from us, will be the zealous distributers let your influence seem to militate against
the Tigris, the ancient Zabus, or Zabis—which Unhappily, however, artificial causes are at
The houses have flat roofs, with a trap-door of your publications in the destitute regions him. ; St. Paul lays much stress upon the ne
knee.
Is the most populous of all the Nestorian dis work, which render this climate unhealthy,
fastened inside, through which the people of whither they are sent. Many an important cessity of Christians being ever constant in
All—all are like to ye,
tricts of the mountains. It is governed bv particularly to foreigners ;—such as the con
the house can get out upon the roof, which truth now remains silently buried, but will spirit in the.performance of this duty, and es
Who cling unto their sin,
meliks—literally kings—or chiefs, chosen stant irrigation* in summer of the almost
they are very fond of doing in the eveing, to soon be making its way in regions where the pecially in his epistle to the Philllppians, his
from its own people, by the .popular voice ir numberless fields and gardens; and, still For Bethlehem is hard by, and Christ is there;
enjoy the cool air. When many houses are gospel lias hitherto only been known by the beloved in the Lord, for their faithfulness ; h«
Ilis star they will not see,
regularly expressed.
The office of these worse, the extensive pools of stagnant water,
built of the same height, it is easy to pass hearing of the ear. We wish to assist these is very particular in expressing his joy and
Their hearts are as the inn,
chiefs is usually hereditary in the same family. that stand most of the time in different places,
from one to another, sometimes along the young expounders of the tmth by the simple consolation in them for it, as also the comfort
particularly
in
the
ditch
which
surrounds
the
So
crowded
that he finds no room to spare.
This district of Tiaree is not only quite inde
whole length of a street, and thus to reach publications of your Society; and you may their steadfastnesswas to him, as follows : ‘I
pendent of the Koords, but its inhabitants have city. The reforming hand of a good gov
the roof of any particular house without pass rest assured, that through the divine blessing thank my God Upon every remembrance of
Ye know not what ye lose
such a character for bravery and ferocity, even ernment, controlled by the redeeming spirit of
ing through the house itself.
Who troubled are in heart,
your funds will not have been expended in you, always in every prayer of mine, for you
toward their Koordish neighbors, that the lat Christianity, is all that is needed to drain and When told that Chiist your God is near;
We may therefore suppose that the friends vain.
all, making request with joy, for your fellow
i
Who, like the faithless Jews,
ter seldom hazard the adventure of entering i ry up these pools, and remove other nuisan
of the poor sick man, finding it difficult, if
‘ You will please thank the Committee, in ship in the gospel, from the first day until
ces,
and
soon
restore
the
climate
to
it#
native
Can only, shuddering, start,
that country ; and such as do enter it, are said
not impossible, to force a passage through my name, most sincerely for their pious inten now ; being confident of this Very thing, that
salubrity.
And where bright love should lead, shrink back with the crowd into the house itself, passed up
often to atone for their temerity, by being
tions towards our department in this destitute he which hath begun a good work in you, will
The Nestorians of Ooroomiah have a tradi
fear;
murdered and thrown into the river. The lo
through one of the neighboring houses, on land ; and present also our Christian remem perfect it until the day of Jesus Christ; even
Beware, ye troubled souls, that God will re-appear.
cal situation of Tiaree*, hemmed in as it is by tion that their immediate ancestors came down
to the roof of that in which the blessed Jesus brances to all and each of them, with the as as it is meet for me to think this of you all,
British Magazine, December, 1840.
steep, lofty mountains, save where the river, from the mountains, at a period rather indefin
Finding the trap-door fastened,' they surance that they ever have an interest in our because 1 have you in my hpart, inasmuch as
THE CALLS ARE SO MANY.
tjy narrow defiles, enters and leaves the dis itely known, but about five or six hundred
would, no doubt, force it opon, and &o be ena prayers?
loth in my bonds and in the defence and con^
This is one of the most common complaints bled to let do wn, by means of ropes, the couch
trict, serves, no less than its populousness, ef years ago ; and that this plain was then but
firmalion
of the gospel, ye are all partakers
fectually to defend its inhabitants from inva v^ery little inhabited. It is quite probable that of those who are called upon to contribute to on which the sick of the palsy was laid, with
of my grace.’—Chap. 1:—1—8. And agdin,
THE LOVE OF GOD EVERY WHERE.
the
Nestorians
were
entirely
swept
away
from
a charitable object: ‘The calls are so »nn„y,’ out injuring- the roof so as to endanger either
sion.
-------- Thy lore
alter speaking of bis trials and difficulties, be
The Nestorians of the mountains, like their this province for a season, during the devasta they say. Now, let us inquire into this mat themselves, who were standing upon it, or
Pervades the universe.—And thy smile
ing a prisoner at Rome, he says: ‘For I know
tions
of
Tamerlane.
But
there
are
some
ter.
those who were in the chamber beneath.
Koordish neighbors, obtain their subsistence
Seeketh all hearts to tun them; and thou,
that this shall turn to my salvation through
monuments of their earlier residence here.__
1. Are they really so many? Reckon
In every glorious thing we here behold,
The faith of these kind friends was proved,
to a great extent from the pasturage of docks.
your prayer, and the supply of the Spirit of
I he largest and oldest mosque in this city, for them up. Perhaps they are not, after all, by the pains which they took to bring the
Declarest and reveal’st thyself lobe
The principal part of their arable soil, in most
Christ, according to my. earnest expectation,
The Majesty Supreme—Eternal God.
places, consists of small terraced patches, on instance, was once a Christian church. In re so many as you imagine. Any thing which sick man into the presence of our Lord; and
and my hope, that innothingl shall be asham
pairing it a few years ago, a vault was found annoys us, at intervals, is apt to be considered great must have’ bden their joy when they
the steep declivities of the mountains. And
ed, but that with all boldness, as always, so
under
it
containing
ancient
relics,
and
among
as coming oftener than it really does. When heard that gracious Lord pronounce his sin to
so rough and barren is much of their territory,
o in m u n i c a t i o n £.
now also, C hrist shall be magnified in rny bothem a manuscript in a tolerable state of pre a man has rent to pay, how frequently quarter- be forgiven, and his disease cured? When
that the people find it almost impossible to
< y, whether ft be by life, or by death,—I; 19
servation, purporting to have been written in days come round! But it is not so with him the crowd saw the man, who had thus been
For the Western Episcopal Observer.
live in their own country. Many of them are
SUPPORT YOUR MINISTER.
that church about eight hundred years aim.__ who is the receiver.—The calls are not in fact brought before Jesus, borne of four in a mis
very poor. Some travel abroad and beg as a
And now my dear brethren, I cannot close
Not more than six hundred Nestorians reside so many as you imagine. I asked a wealthy erable helpless condition—when they saw
In fulfilment of the intimation given at the
profession. Considerable numbers comedown
in the city of Ooroomiah. These are princi lady once, who thought she gave a great deal him take up his couch, ready to carry it away close of a preceding communication, I now this article more appropriately or appositely
to the plain of Ooroomiah in the summer, to
than in the words of the same blessed Apos
find employment; and still more are driven pally in a compact position, adjacent to which away in charity, to keep an accurate account without assistance from any, it is easy propose to enlarge upon the need of sup tle, at the conclusion of the same chapter:___
the premises of our mission are situated.— for one year of all she gave away, particular enough to imagine that room would be made port required of his people by the faithful min
down in the winter, to seek a subsistence on
I here are about two thousand Jews in the ly to religious charities,—which are those for him to pass. Amazed, they would give ister, when circumstances render it necessary ‘Only let your conversation be as it becometh
charity. In some of the districts which are
city and the remaining part of the population that are most complained of—and I predicted way on the right hand and on the left, ‘glori for him to be more than usually earnest in the gospel of Christ; that whether I come
more susceptible of cultivation, and less liable
and see you, or else be absent, I may hear of
to the ravages of the Koords, the inhabitants are Mohammedans. The Nestorians are nu that she would find, at the close of the year, fying God’ for this ‘strange thing’ which they the important and imperative duty of contend your affairs, that ye stand fast in one spirit,
merous
in
the
surrounding
villages,
in
some
ing
for
the
faith
;
a
need
so
self-evident,
that
her donations had been less than she imagin had seen.
obtain a comfortable living; though their fare
cases living by themselves, and in others, in ed.—She did so, and at the end of the year
it would seem almost unnecessary that it with one mind, striving together for the
is coarse, consisting chiefly of the products of
termingled with Mohammedans.
Most of she came to me and said, she was perfectly PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL MISSIONS IN should require enforcement. That we should faith of the gospel; and in nothing terrified
their flocks, with rice, and bread made of a
GREECE.
them are employed in the cultivation of the ashamed to find that she had spent so much
not require admonition, and brotherly persua by your adversaries, which is to them an evi
.species of millet. Wheat is seldom cultiva
dent token of perdition, but to you of salva
soil, of which they are sometimes, though and gave so little. She found that the calls
The
Rev.
J
ohnII. Hill writes as follows to sion to bring us up boldly to the performance
ted.
tion, and that of God. For unto you it is
rarely, the proprietors. A few are mechan were not ‘so very many.’
the American Tract Society in behalf of the of this, as well as many other important du en in the behalf of Christ, not only to belSve
The Nestorians of these mountains resem
ics, as masons, joiners, etc. Their common
ties,
I
freely
admit
;
but
that
we
need
to
be
2. If the calls are so many, yet do not mission press.
ble their Koordish masters and neighbors, not
relation to the Mohammedan nobility in the make that a reason for refusng them to all.
‘My dear Brother,—It is but a shoritime reminded and encouraged to aid them, I as on him, but also to suffer for his sake; having
only in their mode of obtaining a subsistence, tenure of the soil, is that of serfs to‘lords.
t ie same conflict which ye saw in
and
I fear that some do. But surely that the calls since we wrote to our Committee requesting freely and frankly acknowledge, as well from
but also, in a degree, in their exceeding rude
The Mohammedan peasantry sustain nomin are so many, is no reason that you should not them to place at our disposal some of the funds what I know and see, as from what I know now hear to be in me? I: 27__ 30.
ness, wildness and boldness of character. The
LeighYok.
ally the same relation to the higher classes, comply with some of them, generously, if they had received from your Society for trans and feel.
inhabitants of different districts sometimes
though their rights are better respected than you cannot meet them all. You acknowledge lating and printing some of its publications in
For the Western Episcopal Ob server.
The necessity of contending earnestly for
quarrel and plunder each other; and if remon
JESUS OUR MASTER.
those of the Christians. The Nestorians of that there ought to be some calls when you Greek, many of which we learn, would be the faith, or the essential truths of the gospel,
strance is offered, the pillagers justify them
Jesus our Master! yes we claim
ten suffer lawless extortion and oppression complain that they are so many.
very useful. We have no books to put into is a necessity laid upon all those who, being
selves by replying, that they rob their Chris
The promise ot tby word,”
3. If the calls are many, are they more the hands of our children which will carry called by the Holy Spirit, assume the minis
tian brethren to save the spoil from the Koords! from their Mohammedan masters. But their
And in our prayers and praises name
circumstances
on
the
whole
are
quite
tolerable
trations
of
the
Word;
and
there
will
occur
out
and
enforce
the
truths
which
we
daily
than
the
ivantsl
Ought
they
not
to
be
as
many?
The district of Ooroomiah is in the western
Our ‘Great ascended Lord/
part of Azerbijan—ancient .fttropotlne, the for a people in bondage. Their fertile coun —Would you have the calls fewer than the teach them. For this reason we have been with all such, times when they will be called
try
yields
such
overflowing
abundance,
that,
upon
by
that
self-same
spirit,
to
contend
more
led
to
the
plan
of
teaching
almost
all
the
pupils
wants?
—
That
would
never
do
—
"then
some
Trusting in thee our Saviour, Friend,
northern portion of Media—the northwestern
We dare approach thy throne,
province of Persia. It consists of a magnifi so far from being pinched with want, they are wants would never be supplied. Besides you in the high school the English language, and earnestly than at others, and from which they
And there, as humble suppliants bend,
should consider who makes or permits the in one of our infant-schools the babes learn in can no more shrink or draw back, than they
cent plain, situated at the eastern base of the always surrounded with plenty.
I he Nestorians of Ooroomiah partake in wants—and, therefore, the calls—to be so both tongues the wonderful love of the gra can deny the Lord that bought them, and yet
Before the 1 Three in One.'
Koordish mountains, and extending from them
profess to be his servants. And here let me
to the beautiful lake of the same name. This size of a goose ; but their slender legs and small many, lest your complaint cast a reflection on cious Saviour.
And when upon thy Judgment seat,
The difficulties that were felt at the begin mark a distinction which is overlooked by the
lake is about eighty miles in length and thirty flexible neck are of such enormous length, that one God. If the calls are so many—too many, and
Thou com’st in awful state,
grown measures six feet from the bill to the toes; we must dispense with some, which shall ning of-our career in selecting religious books worldly mind, and much I fear, is often con
in breadth, lying a little to the west of north full
Assembled millions at thy feet
and it stretches its wings to even a greater length.—
Their final doom await,
and east of south. It waters are very salt, Their color is white, save the wings, the fiont half they be? Widows and orphans, and the poor for this community, no longer exist. Expe founded by professors, to the injury of the
perhaps as much so as the Dead Sea. No of which is covered with inimitably delicate and generally, ye dare not, as you fear God, ex rience has so clearly shown what are im'prop usefulness of the conscientious and faithful
Jesus
our Master, may we be,
red feathers, and the back part with black cept from your charities. Will you refuse the er or inexpedient, and which, with the bless minister, as well as to our own comfort, and
fish are found in it; but fowl, and particularly beautiful
quills. The flesh is reckoned delicious by the inhab
With
those who owned thy power*
the duck and flamingo,t frequent it in im- itants, who take them in great numbers by means of call of the Bible agent, or the Tract agent? ing of God, may be rendered useful, the mis- due improvement in hearing, viz : that conten
Nor doubted thy divinity,
snares made of hair, and placed in the shallow parts Will you withhold from Foreign Missions, or sinaries who are supplied with funds by the ding earnestly for the faith, is not contention,
Until that dreadful hour1.'
* The name of Tiaree, is a Syriac word which of the lake, where they walk about in search of de from Home Missions, or from both? Or will liberally of your Society, need find no diffi —far from it.
Yet how often do we con
Leida.
means a fold, or enclosure (as a sheepfold, John 10: cayed vegetable matter carried into the lake by the
found
the
meaning
of
these
terms,
where
a
culty
in
putting
them
to
a
proper
use.
you
say
‘
We
will
contribute
to
send
out
and
Cincinnati
2d Feb. 1841.
J’S, and elsewhere,) and was obviously given to this streams.
‘There is one class of this community more distinction is of so much importance. If we
* There are few showers in Persia during the support missionaries both at home and abroad,
district from its striking local peculiarities.
* And whatsoever ye shall ask in my name that
k The flamingo frequents this lake in such num- warm season. The gardens and fields are therefore but we will not aid in their education? Let difficult to reach in this way than any other, love the tmth, the truth will make us glad, and
will I do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son,
hee«, that I have seen miles of the shore whitened watered by small canals, which conduct water from
them get that as they can. Let them make whose sentiments and thoughts have a dan- we shall rejoice in it, aud love him who fced- ’• John xiv. 13.
by one continuous flpek. Their bodies are about the the streams
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speech’ which ‘when drawn out assumes quite a in controversy, we should rob it of more than half A Short Review: The Christian Layman: or the done? By wishing well to the cause of the* church I t0 say witbcut vaunting, that its prospects of strong
new shape’ from that of its literal meaning. its treasures.
doctrine of the Trinity fully considered, and ad and congratulating themselves by the intelligence and steady growth have never been so animating I
‘Faith is but said to be the sole justifier.’ It
judged according to the Bible. By a Christian of what others were doing? No! they read in their as at present.
That there have been many needless aud injurious
THE PULPIT, THE PEN, AND THE PRESS.
------ -e•
‘does not justify as an instrument, but as a symbol.’ controversies in the church, we readily admit. And
Layman, <$-c.
Bibles, a passage like this, ‘Be ye doers of the word
EPISCOPAL VISITATION.
SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1S11.
Its whole office, as the only mean and instrument, we doubt whether an effectual remedy for them will
This work is endorsed and highly commended by and not heareis only, deceiving your ownselves:’
We are happy to learn that Bishop Griswold, on !
of applying the merits of Christ, consist in its ever be obtained. There were differences aud dissen- a neighboring Monthly. And the author sets out and they forthwith met together, went to work,
REMITTANCES TO THE OBSERVER.
preaching then; it is to do nothing, hut it is to tions even in the Apostolic church; and to hope for with all the serious air of a scriptural inquirer. He warmed each others hearts by Christian intercourse Bunday last, (14th inst.) was able to hold a confir- I
mation in Grace Church. The bishop made an im. I
* „* There remains a large amount still due on sub ‘say,’ to ‘impress,’ to ‘ascribe,’ to ‘glory,’ to entire freedom from them would perhaps be expect tells us in his preface that, ‘it is not his design to and saw with delight, how willing God was to bless pressive address to the candidates, and administer
warn,’ to ‘bring good tidings.’ Faith is made to ing to realize the dreams of perfectionism. But still make hisfaith explain and control the Bible, but to let their faithful hands.
scriptions to the Observer, before its removal to Cincin
ed the solemn rite to twenty-five persons.
have about as much justifying efficacy as any let us ‘go on to perfection’ in this matter : taking the Bible form and establish hisfaith.’ This is cer
Christian WitnessWe recollect when it was proposed to a tew esti
nati and Louisville. The attention of our readers is preacher of the gospel who tells the sinner of
care neither to encourage contention because it is tainly a sound principle of interpretation and seems mable disciples of Christ, ‘what say you to an ef
specially called to these dues. Remittances of them Christ and his salvation. ‘Justification by faith likely to continue, nor to repine over it as some new to be a fair beginning. But after gravely quoting
AFRICAN MISSION.
fort in our village to organize an orphan asylum
We commend to the attention of our readers the' 1
only, is treated as a mere ‘saying.’ More indeed and strange thing, which can obstruct the progress ol all the texts, which be thinks have a bearing on the and parochial school?’ They seemed to think the
must be made to the Proprietor and Senior Editor.
than any other graces, ‘Faith is said to Justify ;
subjects and expending more than three hundred and speaker beside himself; but were prevailed upon to following brief but earnest appeal from the Spirit of
*„* Remittances for all subscriptions from the com but not that it really Jusifies more than the other the gospel. The doctrine of justification was assail
ed on different sides, and by contrary corruptions, fifty pages in explaining them he says of the Trini begin in a small way, and onward went the heaven- Missions:
mencement of the present volume, must be made to graces.’ Its only peculiarity is that ‘it typifies
The shipment of the necessary supplies and spe. |
in the very lifetime of the Apostles. And St. Paul ty, ‘I conceive that there is no revealed evidence of
scheme: and now, a handsome brick building,
Thos. R. Raymond, Publisher. It is hoped that the the freeness of our justification.’ Its name is a on the one side, and St. James on the other, did not its truth; and that there can be none; for the Al forty feet square, welcomes to its well furnished cie for the support of the African Mission now calls
for about §3500. This sum, it will be »een, has
greatly increased value of the Observer, and the enter sort of representation of divine grace.’ On this hesitate to repel the opposers with a strong hand mighty himself cannot reveal an impossibility1.’ In rooms, the destitute orphans. Church enterprize, been borr wed, until the amount can be obtained
account, alone, is it so honored in the Scriptures, and an uncompromising spirit. We would have his preface as above quoted, we have bis seeming
zeal for the cause in which Jesus shed his blood, a from the future income for this-department. The
prise of the publisher will be generously and justly
and Articles, and Homiles, above the other graces;
urgency of this appeal will be appreciated by those
met by every subscriber by prompt advance payments; ns it were distinct from, before, and above them; our Bishops imitate the Apostles in this respect. And principle of interpretation;—here he lets out bis readiness to aid with prayer and heart and hand, mea who desire to see the missions of our church to this
then, while we should have less needless controver real one. And it is no wonder that he could not find sures of church improvement, a state of mind benighted land, liberally sustained. Are there not
and that as new books were opened at the eommencem ent though it be nol. It is rewarded for this single sy, we should have more of such noble works as that the doctrine of the Trinity in the Bible, when it is
hich persuades every loyal Christian, that each has motives enough at the present encouraging period to'
of the present volume, all arrearages on former vol peculiarity of being in name a type or symbol of which is before us, to keep up the permanent fortifi obvious enough that be ha’d made up his mind, that something to do for his master, and may do much if animate the members of the church at large, in so
grace, by being ‘said to justify us,’ because ‘it cations of essential truth.
promising an effort for Africa? Life lias been pre-,
*
umes will be at once attended to as above.
it was an impossibility which the Almighty himself he will,—O! that it glowed through the heart of the served
—the first difficulties overcome—the lahorsof
says it does not.’
Concluded next week.
could not reveal.
church. Christian brethren, may we not say, as we the missionaries have been signally blessed—new
Thus all the labor and earnestness of the re
This, ‘impossibility’ principle of interpretation, view the opposing forces, drawnup in a tripple line, stations have opened for these labors, and the earnest
Oxford Divinity compared with that of the Ro iterated declarations of the Scriptures, and Arti
LENT.
is we fear the leading principle of his sect, and the before us; the church expects every man to do his duty. plea of the brethren is that more missionaries may
mish and Anglican Churches: wn'fA a special view
Much as the sacred seasons, observed by members
eles, and Homilies, concerning the sole instru
join them. Are they to be told that the Church
* *
to the illustration of the doctrine of Justification by mentality of faith, are evaporated into a mere of the Episcopal Church, are impugned as supersti unhappy cause of all their failures in scriptural in Live, for God, for heaven, for eternity.
will no longer support them in their work? The
present number of this periodical of their church
Faith, as it was made of primary importance by the laudatory saying; a distinction of words; an as tious, and ridiculed as being popish in their origin, vestigation. Nor does this writer get beyond the 1st
goes to them, and it may belong, before they can
WAIT AND SEE.
Reformers, and as it lies at the foundation of all cription in terms of what exists not in reality we speak that we do know and testify that which we chapter of John, before he begins to make use of it.
hear the answer which shall be given to the appeals
scriptural views of the Gospel of our Lord Jesus And thus is all sober, grave, dignified intepreta- have seen, when we say that they are seasons ofgreat That chapter is a stubborn obstacle in the way of bis
Christian, what thy hand findeth to do, do it with now making, not only for the wants of the missions
Christ. By the Rt. Rf.v. Charles Petit McIl- tion put to shame. Thus are the Standards' of spiritual edification, when religiously kept. Aud hypothesis, and we must appear to forego courtesy thy might. It is good to be zealously affected in a so dear to their hearts, but for the support of all our
for the sake of truth, when we say that we have [rood cause.
missions abroad- May these brethren at least be asvaine, D. D., Bishop oj the Protestant Episcopal our Church brought into contempt.
And thus is we cannot but observe that those who are so much
sured, in the mean time, that many prayers are asChurch, in the Diocese of Ohio. Philadelphia. Jo the common sense of every man, of the most or scandalised by our practices, have become imitators never yet seen an Arian or Socinian construction of
There are some Christian people—in great and cending from those who have little of silver or gold
it,
which
in
our
judgment
came
into
the
neighbor

seph Wetham and Son. 1841. pp. 546 : 8 vo. dinary understanding, outraged. The necessity of our example. What are protracted meetings,
flourishing towns there are not a few—who wish to give,—they will see that Africa is re iiembered,
hood of common sense. This writer is certainly not well in general, to every good enterprize, butAvho inthe missionary company of another denomiiiation,
In showing the manner in which the direct object of such refuges is condemnation absolute.
and seasons of fasting and special prayer for minis
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wanting in ingenuity: but what can ingenuity avail are so schooled in the cautions and selfish policy of which goes out at this time, consisting of two mis-’
of this work has been accomplished, we have traced
sionarias and their wives-, who go to undertake the
The tenth chapter is on the Oxford doctrine of ters, colleges, churches, and the world, but coun when sunbeams are to be converted into streaks of
the world, that it becomes a practical maxim with establishment of a new mission, about sixty miles to
the author’s line of argument and comparison up to
terparts
to
our
Lent,
Ember
days,&c.
&c.
with
only
Baptismal-justification ; the eleventh on the office of
darkness?
Let
us
give
a
specimen
or
two
of
his
in

them
to
‘
wait
and
see
’
whether
a
good
work
will
sus

winward of Cape Palmas.
the point at which he appeals to the standards of the
faith in justifying : and in both we find apt and am this difference: onrs are appointed by the authority
tain itselj',before they can hazard even a ‘God speed’
Anglican Church. And here we feel partially dispo ple citations from the fathers of the English Church, of the Church, and are regular and fixed; whilst terpretation.
After considerable preliminary to make it appear therein, much less a zealous putting of the hand to
On Sunday, January 31st., Bishop De Lance/
sed to leave the reader to the language of our Arti not loosely presented, but fitly wrought into the theirs are appointed from time to time by such as
visited St.- John’s Church, Sodus, where he preached
cles and Homilies, for a clear settlement of the en chain of argument. We snould be pleased to offer may or may not have any authority. But, our ob that the legos or word means merely the wisdom and its furtherance. ‘He want jmblic souls—ice want both A. M. and P. M., confirming in the afternoon
tire question. For if a special messenger were sent additional quotations ; but our limits admonish us ject is neither to defend nor accuse; the one is un power of God, he has the boldness to pass it through them,’—we want godly men and godly women, who six persons. In the evening he p cached, in tiie
from Heaven to deliver anew in a succinct form, the of the propriety of concluding this article, with a necessary, an Apostle has done that; ‘He that re- thus, ‘In the beginning was wisdom [or the power are willing wholly to unlearn the selfishness of their schoolhouse a Sodus Point. Prayers wede read on'
doctrine of Justification, we cannot well conceive consideration of the work, as an accession to the stan gardeth the day, regardeth unto the Lord;’ and in of God] and wisdom was with God and wisdom was unconverted life, and as children of the light and of each occasions by the Rev. Erastus Spalding, of Vi
God; for Godis, inthe abstract, all intelligence, wis the day,live and labor to do good for the Master and enna.
how he could express himself in terms more lucid dard divinity of the church.
the other he has laid his hand on our mouth; ‘Who
The Bishop visited St. Paul’s Church, Waterloo',
dom
and power.’ Now if the reader can see the his church, as becomes those who have been bought on Sunday, Feb. 7th, and preached twice to very
or unambiguous. It is lamentable to see men of the
We cannot believe that the Oxford controversy in art thou that judgest another man’s servant? To his meaning of this passage and especially of the latter
with a price, and whose daily lesson is: to live not large congregations. Inthe afternoon thirteen per
acknowledged learning and ability of the Oxford di this country is brought to a conclusion. On the con own master he standeth or falleth.’
sons were confirmed. The prayers were read by
clause, which we have put in italics, he has a better unto themselves but unto Him who died for them.
vines, under the deluding influence of their system ; trary, we are inclined to think that it has but just
Our wish is merely to throw out a few hints es
the Rev. Mr. Acly, of Seneca Falls, and the preface
perception
than
we
have.
But
immediately
follows
resorting to such fetches and devices of misinterpre fairly commenced. True, the work of our diocesan pecially to our younger brethren in the ministry,
in the communion office by the Rev. Mr. Wheeler,
another
perplexing
passage
in
this
chapter.
‘
And
WHERE WAS YOUR CHURCH BEFORE LUTHER? the minister of the parish. — Gospel Messenger.
tation. The unprejudiced Christian churchman, in has not yet we believe, encountered direct opposi drawn from our own practice and experience, that
This is a common taunt against Protestants. We
perusing their expositions, will find his mind alter tion, even in the shape of a superficial review. But may direct them to a method, which, under God’s wisdom was made flesh and dwelt amongst us, and
WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
nating between indignation and grief ; and at times we attribute this silence, neither to a low7 estimate of blessing, may make this season interesting *-wnd pro he beheld his glory, &c. &c. But this, says the au may be satisfied with the answer; ‘where was your face,
he will be pressed with a sense of the ridiculous, the force of the volume, nor yet to any disposition fitable to the people of their charge. Our church thor, is only a personification of the attribute of wis before it was washcdV Jeremy Taylor says Roman
MICHIGAN.
which will tempt him to forget the seriousness of to yield the ground, but rather to that sort of gen evidently designs the spiritual improvement of her dom. So that he makes the Evangelist in one pass ists have taught every priest that can scarce under
The Forms of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
the subject. For there is a stubborn simplicity, and eralship which knows when to be bold, and when to members, when she calls them to fasting and prayer age identify wisdom with God, and a little afterward stand his Breviary, and many of the people, to ask,
not promotive of formality in Religion ; a dis
an honest directness in the language of our standards, be discreet. Nor are we wanting in sufficient evi and more frequent hearing of the word. To a cer personify wisdom in Christ? This is very much ‘where our religion was before Luther.’ Whereas it
course in two parts. By Rev. F. H. Cuming, M. A
furnishing
an
argument
against
his
own
theory
like
appears by the premises (Taylor’s Dessuasive from
which makes it an extremely awkward business to dence, that the advocates of Oxfordism, imitating tain extent, she appoints the means to the end de
Rector of St. Andreio’s Church, Ann Arbor, Mich
But of the real sense of these extracts and others Popery) that it is much more easy for us to show
give them even a plausible misconstruction. To shut the ‘reserve’ of their trans-atlantic leaders, are en signed. Beyond that, each clergyman is left to his
igan: 1841.
which we might quote, we must be permitted to ex our religion before Luther, than for them to show
out their light is evidently troublesome work fur our deavoring in various ways to strengthen their posi own piety, and zeal, and wisdom in guiding and di
press our mind in his own chosen couplet,
None but those whose situation has led them to
theirs before the council of Trent. And although
Oxford divines. For we have in the first place the tions. And although the system in all its length and recting the meditations, and devotions of his congre
‘Optics sharp it needs I ween,
they can show too much practice of tlieir religion in experience it, can have any idea of the prejudices
three Articles on justification, with their polished re breadth has not been adopted by any large number of gation. We have found the following course pro
To see what is not to be seen.’
the degenerate ages of the church, yet we can and which exist among other denominatioas'against ont
flectors, jealously intruding their well-condensed our ministers and members, there are not a few who fitable, viz: regarding Lent as a season for special
He appears however to have some misgivings do clearly show ours in the purest and first ages; church, in the newer parts of our country. Those
beams ; and when in addition, the Homily comes up look upon it with a degree of favor which we deem prayer, to give out a subject each Wednesday and
about this mode of disposing of the difficulty: and and can and do draw lines, pointing to the times and who live where our church has long been established,
and throws all the lattices widely open, it requires dangerous. In the ‘ Tracts for the times,’ they have Friday as a guide to private, family, and social
contends that even admitting the term logos to mean places where the several rooms and stones of their and who have been brought up within her borders,
a deal of shading and curtaining to preserve even a found some good things ; and these, in connection prayer, in something like the following order: For
the Son of God, the Deity of Christ does not follow Babel were builded and where polished and where can form no adequate conception of the bitternesi
tolerable illusion inthe mystic model which they ex with a warm advocacy of peculiarities to which they unconverted relatives for Bishops and other cler
And when he comes to the’ direct and positive pass furnished. But when the keepers of the field slept, of feeling, and the unwillingness to learn, which
hibit of the pure ancient Catholic Church. We can are ardently attached, have given them on the whole gy. For candidates and students for our congre
age: ‘The word or (Son of God) was God,’ he says and the enemy had sowed tares and they had choked meets the Episcopal missionary when he attempli
not profess a common respect for their interpretations a moderately good opinion of the system. To those gation, for our country for schools, colleges,
Here, at first view we are struck with amazement. the wheat and almost destroyed it—then it was that to make known the gospel, under the banner of the
of our standards, and we yield our humble accord to who have heartily adopted this opinion, the work and Theological Seminaries. For all benevolent so
No doubt to those who are determined to deny the being ashamed of the errors, superstitions, heresies Church. Christianity preaches charity. Christian
the plain and faithful manner in which they are dealt before us may prove useful, both as an exponent of cieties. For such as are or ought to be candidates
proper Deity of Christ this is an amazingly hard and impieties which had delurpated the face of the ity demands that the truth should be loved and in
with in this volume. If the meaning of our Arti the essential Romanism of the Oxford Divinity and for confirmation. For increase of faith. For hu
passage, and hence, the writer betakes himself at church, she looked in tiie glass of scripture and pure vestigated. Christianity claims that those profess
cles and Homilies is to be riddled away by such con a faithful exhibiter of the doctrines of our church. mility. And during Passion week, we presented for
once to his impossibility principles by declaimin antiquity and washed away those stains—and being ing to be the disciples of Jesus, should be met, a
structions, we may as well lay them upon the shelf, And while the banner of Oxfordism continues to their meditation, Christ hastening to suffer. Christ against the absurdity ofour doctrine, &c.
thus cleansed and washed, is accused by the Roman least with candor and forbearance. But the Episco
as melancholy mementoes of what the church once float as it does, we shall feel comforted in the reflec in the house of Simon the leper. Christ in the guest
Take another specimen 11 ‘And Thomas answer parties of novelty, and condemned, because she re pal Church in many of the newer sections of the
was.
tion, that this volume is in circulation, to dislodge chamber. Christ in Gethsemane. Christ in the ed and said unto him, my Lord and my God.’ The
fuses to run into the same excess of riot and deor West, appears to have been fixed upon as a mark of
The following comments upon the strange asser its present influences and anticipate its future advan judgment hall. Christ on the cross,—and his seven author in quoting this passage, either inadvertently
dination. But we cannot deserve blame, who return dislike, slander and opposition ; and it is oftentime!
last sayings;—making each subject the foundation
tion of Dr. Pusey, that theXI Article of our church ces.
or conveniently leaves out the words, ‘unto him. to our ancient and first health, by preferring a ne w in vain that the missionary asks, not only for a hear‘ SAYS NOTHING AS TO WHEREIN OUR JUSTIFICATION CON
But if the Oxford controversy in this country were for a few remarks.
We must be permitted to put them back, because we cure before an old sore.’—Bishop Taylor's Dissuasive ing, but for the negative blessing of freedom from
Regarding Lent as a season for reviving the things
SISTS 1’ are commended to the notice of the reader : literally ended, and the church enjoyed all the happy
accusations, and permission to go on his way in
find them of essential service in demolishing one of from Popery.
Now this of course is wholly incredible, utter peace of sound doctrine, the worth of this volume that arc decayed in our own hearts, another year we his constructions, viz: That it was a mere exclama
peace. Whatever charity may be extended to others,
ly absurd. Not only does the face of the Article would not be essentially diminished. For we anti gave questions for self-examination; such as: Have tion of surprize, on the part ofThomas, not particu DANGER OF THE NESTORIANS FROM THE PAPISTS. the Church itself appears to be the excepted mark foi
I
a
proper
knowledge
of
myself
as
a
sinner?
Have
say so; but the whole condition of things in cipate its availability for perpetual service, just as
larly addressed to any one: an hypothesis sufficient
We extract the following passage from an able pa those professing Christianity under some other name,
which, and the whole object for which, it was certainly as we expect that the great central doctrine I received Christ as my wisdom, righteousness, and ly far-fetched to defeat itself, but which is effectually per of one of the American Missionaries at Ooroo- and modern organization, to vent their unpleasan!
constructed. What then? How shall we ex which it discusses will encounter the unceasing and sanctification? Have I chosen God for my master put at rest by the very important, though small miah, Rev. J. Perkins, published in the January feelings upon. It is thus that the Episcopal mis
plain this assertion of Dr. Pusey? Most evi multiform opposition of ‘the world, the flesh and the and portion? Do I labor for the salvation and spir words, ‘unto him.’ The author seems to have doubts number of the American Biblical Repository. Mr. sionary lias a double labor. He enters on his dutie:
dently, since it could not he pretended that the devil.’ The author has shown in this work, that op itual welfare of all mankind? Do I daily endeavor to whether this interpretation would satisfy his readers Perkins was known to us as a fellow-collegian ofgreat amidst great prejudice ; his name is cast out before
Article says any thing in favor of the Oxford position to the doctrine of a gratuitous justification, grow in grace and in the knowledge of our Lord and hence he does not introduce it without making accuracy of scholarship and fervent piety. His men as evil; his Church is stigmatised as an offshooi
doctrine of Justification the only refuge was to has its chief source in the self-righteousness of the Jesus Christ? Do I maintain such a holy fear of of strong appeal to his impossibility principle and as statements may be implicitly relied upon.
of Popery ; the attendants from other churches are
deny that it said any thing against it:—hence the human heart. And although this work has been con fending God as keeps me from falling into sin and serting that Thomas undoubtedly ‘seriously thought
warned from the desk, to keep themselves free frorr.
From
the
Papists,
with
the
name
and
some
of
the
running
into
any
kind
of
danger?
Do
I
cultivate
necessity of maintaining that on the main ques structed with a special eye to the Oxford Divinity,
more than he expressed on this occasion.’ We forms of Christianity to conceal the deformities of such a form without the power of godliness';
tion it is utterly dumb. The desperateness of its arguments, foitified as they are by citations from such a concern for God’s glory as engages my atten would advise him not to undertake thus to supply their system, the Nestorians are in far greater dan while he boldly and affectionately preaches- Chris!
the refuge; the absurdity of the pretence is the the standards and standard divines of the church, tion to it above all things? Do I habitually do to all the omissions of the inspired writers. For he ought ger. Had we not come to their rescue, we have and him crucified, he is obliged as far as possible,
settlement of the question. It cannot be that will be found equally effective against any self-right men whatsoever I would that they should do unto to be aware, that were Trinitarians to take the same reason to apprehend that the incessant working of soften prejudice, outroot ignorance, and manifest
the artful machinations of Jesuit emissaries—their
the Article says nothing as to what Justification eous system of theology, whether it come clad in me? Am I longing and waiting for Christ’s coming privilege of putting in thoughts, the controversy endless intrigues—their promises of large sums of the world, by his labors and the purity of his doc
in
glorious
majesty
to
judge
the
world?
Do
I
main

consists in. It must, it does, say something. the heavy panoply of ancient error, or wielding the
money, or favors procured through their instrumen trine, that he is zealously affected in a good cause—
could never be brought to a tangible point.
tain gratitude in my heart, and do I express it with
What is it? Were it on the side of the Oxford more subtle weapons of modern rationalism.
But let these specimens suffice. ‘Ridicule is not tality from government as rewards of conversion, a faithful ambassador of the Master.
The Divinity which was bodied forth at the refor mv lips and in my life, for all God’s mercies tempo the teat of truth.’ This anonymous writer, however their threats to bring the arm of Mussulman displea
doctrine, would it not be asserted? Nothing of
The only successful course which a missionary
sure against such as refuse toyield—and their actual
the sort is claimed; and hence the plain con mation, is in our humble judgment, the nearest ap ral and spiritual? Passion week of that year was (who is so highly commended by a contemporary,) oppression, wherever they can bring power to their can follow is, while he makes Jesus Christ the great
employed
in
looking
to
Jesus,
1st,
in
his
divine
per

clusion that its testimony is against that doctrine. proximation to the system which was delivered by
aid for this purpose, would gradually have obliter object of his preaching, gradually, calmly and char
son and character. 2nd, in his human nature. 3rd, is unsparing, in what we deem a profane use of it ated the Nestorians as a people, and attached the last
The reader will here inquire, by what device the apostles. The reformers, though not inspired
itably to enlighten the understanding, and reform
And even if he had put forth his interpretations, i
in Ws life. 4th, in his love. 5th, in the grave, and
man of them to the Romish standard. We are here
it cart be made out, that the above eleventh Arti men, wrote under circumstances highly favorable to
the most grave and solemn manner, we should have it would seem, just in season to prevent this result. the ignorance of the prejudiced around him.
finally
in
his
resurrection.
cle docs not state ini what out Justification con the attainment of a clear perception of pure funda
That our Church will ever be beloved where she
every inch of the ground i3 still to be contested.
Taking this holy season as a proper time to con found it difficult to expose them, effectually, without But
sists. Docs it not distinctly say, that we are mental doctrine. In common with the apostles, they
Papists know the importance of this field, and are known, we do not doubt, but the difficulty is to in
a
semblance
of
levity.
into it like a flood. Then, in almost every still this knowledge. This is the object of the able
accounted righteous before God only, for the wrote with their lives in tlieir hands, and of course template Christ in his personal character, this year
This writer, and those who accord with him coming
part of the world, the Protestant missionary must
merits of our Lord and Saviour, &c,—and is not in full view of the judgment seat. And we may we propose to present Christ as our example, but our charge us with Tritheism or with holding, virtually experience
his greatest trials and difficulties from the sermon, the title of which we have placed at the
this what Justification consists in, even the ac well ascribe to them an honest purpose, to know the scheme is not sufficiently digested to spread it before at least, that three beings are one. Of course
agents of‘the man of sin.’ No measure will be left head of this article. It is a calm and- dispassionate
our
readers.
untried for leading away the Nestorians from the re examination of some of the prejudices'which the
counting of the righteousness of Christ to the scriptural certainty of doctrine, for the promulga
The great advantage resulting fiom some such deny the charge. But if to avoid the absurdity of ligion of their fathers, and subjecting them to papal
believer? No, says Oxford Divinity, God first tion of which they were liable in any sudden vicissi
rector of Ann Arbor has found opposing him. It
Tritheism
we
must
run
into
such
absurd
interpreta
A few years ago, a Jesuit offered to the
makes us righteous,and then, and on that moral tude, to render an account to the Judge of quick and plan is, that it keeps the mind of both pastor and tions, as those which we have given above; we do control.
Nestorian Patriarch $10,000 on condition that he printed for the use of his congregation and others
people
upon
a
definite
object.
Ifthe
hint
should
be
basis, accounts us righteous. The Article speaks dead. Subtle theories and dangerous inventions are
not know that either our reason or our conscience would acknowledge allegiance to the Pope; to whom his neighborhood, but we think might not be profit
of the latter, not of the former. But which is not apt to spring up in times of trial. Tiny are in useful to any of our brethren we have our reward
would gain by the exchange. For between absurd the Patriarch replied in the emphatic language of less were it printed as as a tract for general’ distribu
Peter to Simon Magus: ‘Thy money perish with thee.’
the more important of the two to be brought in general the offspring of repose and leisure,—the com
interpretation, and absurd belief, there can be n And of late, emissaries from Rome have tendered to tion. Indeed were our missionaries to make a free
to a confession of faith—the making, or the mon parents of mischief and error. Hence corrup DIVISION OF THE LITURGY ON COMMUNION DAYS. great difference.
him the assurance, that if he will so far become a use of the press in short pastoral addresses, we do not
accounting, the thing, or the name; the reality, tion did not fairly begin in the primitive church,
Catholic as to recognize the supremacy of their mas doubt but that great good would result therefrom.—
In reference to a custom which some clergy in the
We do not admit that we are reduced to such
ter, he shall not only continue to be Patriarch of the Such documents would find their way into the hands
or its acknowledgment? Of course the making until the fires of persecution were extinguished ; — United States have adopted, for the purpose of pre strait. For by simply receiving the Trinity as
is the great matter. The accounting, on the part nor did the Church of England begin to decline in venting the great prolongation of public services truth above reason, just as we receive the Self-exis Nestorians, but all the Christians of the East shall be of many who cannot otherwise be approached ; and
added to his jurisdiction! To this the Patriarch re
of God, follows of course. And yet, according doctrinal purity until the period of her severest trial which takes place where the Morning Prayer, the tence, Omnipresence and Immutability of God, we plied, ‘Get thee hence, Satan.’ The ‘newest mea men would be led to think and examine;—once think
to these writers, the Church, in her Article ol had passed away.
Litany, the Communion Service and the Sermon, escape the impiety of Tritheism on the one hand sure' that has been reported to us is a recent order, ing and examining, we should have no fears for the
Justification, has said not a word as to how that
The remarkable unity in essential doctrine which are followed by the attendance of a great number of and the absurdity and wickedness of forced and un fresh from the Pope, to the Catholics of these regions result.
to canonize Nestorius, whose memory every Papist
is to take place; hut has spent the force of her is to be found in the different writers and denomina communicants at the table, the following passage natural interpretation on the other!
The first part of the sermon is occupied in pro
has been required, for centuries, to curse; and to
solemn Confession upon the mere matter of tional standards of the reformation, is another proof from Palmer’s Originals Liturgice, is not uninterest
And let the reader remember that the choice to anathematize the Lutherans, i. e., the Prolestant mis ving that forms of prayer do not of necessity lead
course that when God has made a sinner right of the doctrinal purity of that age. And although ing: ‘A custom prevails in the cathedral church of which every individual is reduced, is not a choice be sionaries, with whom they propose to class such of to formality ; and that indeed all public prayers, al
the Nestorians as shall not go over to the ranks of though called ‘extempore,’ must to the congregation
eous, however is may take place, then he ac we do not claim perfection for those standards, mod Worcester which is worthy of remark. There the
tween mystery and no mystery; but it is a choice of
Papists. The Nestorians fully understand that be ‘forms.’ The second part touches on the subject
counts, or considers and deals with him, as right- ern modifications, however slight, should be receiv morning prayer being concluded at an early hour, one of these three things, viz: Open Infidelity the
this surprising-change isintended only to decoy them;
cous. This is incredible.
ed with caution. The Bishop of Ohio has rendered after an interval of time, the communion service be PERVERSE AND ABSURD INTERPRETATION OF SCRIPTURE and they very naturally spurn the honor thus prof of dress, posture, and o-f the sameness of the ser
Now as the Article of Justification is known a valuable service,by removing much extraneous ma gins with the Litany. We have already seen that
fered. And as to being classed with the Lutherans, vice, all of which are clearly explained—and the
or High mystery. This is the triangular fence
a brother of the Nestorian Patriarch, and his desig prejudices against them rebutted ; although under
to have been written by Archbishop Cramner, his terial from the basement of the Anglican Church, the same order prevailed anciently in Italy, Ger
which shuts in every serious inquirer. Let him take nated successor, who is now with us, told the Cath
other writings, when they speak on the same sub and showing how admirably its original constructors many and Ireland, and that it derived its origin from
the head of dress we think there is a fancy or two
care to choose that outlet, which is likely to prove olics, a few days ago, that he regarded it as an en
ject must be considered the surest comment upon built it upon the foundation of the /Apostles and the churches of the patriarchate of Constantinople.
which might as well have been omitted. But after
viable exaltation.
the
safest
for
eternity.
its meaning. We have then, in his Catechism, Prophets. And in every future controversy' which Goar and Bona agree that the Litany continued to be
all, we believe that the great secret of dislike to our
the following acconnt of what ensues upon the shall give rise to the question, what is the doctrine of used in this place, till the ninth century inthe west.’
Church in certain districts is, that we do not cater
CHURCH ENTERPRIZE.
PERMANENCY OF EPISCOPAL PAPERS.
the exercise of a lively faith in Christ.
sufficiently to the physical and mental excitement of
the church ? this book will aid the advocate of truth Palmer, vol. ii. c. iv. $ 1.
Plow much is this very thing wanted in our city
It is an interesting fact in the history ofNews- the population ; and till the days aie over when men
•Then God doth no more impute unto us our with appropriate matter.
state and whole region of country? Church enter paper Periodical Literature in this country that the
former sins; but he doth impute and give unto us
SINGING DURING THE COMMUNION.
have ‘ itching ears,’ every step we take, will be one
Some of our best works in divinity have been the
prize, by which we mean a liberal soul ever devizing Episcopal papers with few exceptions, have proved
the justice and righteousness of his Son Jesus offspring of controversy with some error, which, al
In reference to another custom which is quite com
liberal things: a heart riveted to the cause of Christ to be among the most permanent and steadily grow of difficulty ; and every acquisition one of labor and
Christ. And so we be counted righteous, for as though ephemeral in its occasion or its peculiar garb, mon in some of our dioceses, that of singing while
warm with generous zeal to originate and execute ing issues of the American press. While hundreds hard toil. Men mnst love the gospel better than
much as no man dare accuse us for that sin for has continued to preserve its substantial existence. the communicants are passing to and from the table,
they generally do, and we must labor as missionaries
well planned measures for promoting the church of of Weeklys, Tri-weeklys, and Dailyshave had their
the which satisfaction is made by our Saviour And although there is danger that controversial another passage from Palmer’s Orignies: ‘It was very
in season and out of season, to commend to them
Jesus, and enlarging the action of that moral lever day, and many religious papers,called into existence
Jesus Christ,.’*
the gospel, as the power of God and the wisdom of
works may foster the contentiousness of our nature, usual in the primitive church to fill up any intervals the ministry of the gospel. O that we had,not one
by the exigencies of the times, have fallen, nearly all God to their salvation.
E.
Certain expositions of the Articles and Homily on it must be admitted that there is an animation in of divine service which might appear tedious, with or two such men in every Parish—for some we
the weeklys of our Church have continued to ac
justification, by Air. Newman, are disposed of in the them, and often a lucidness too, which renders them psalmody. Thus in almost all churches, a psalm have and we thank God for them,—hut scores.
quire strength and power for good, which place them
Bishop McCoskry has since January, been hold
more attractive and more profitable than dry didac was sung while the people communicated. On the Disciples ever near the cross, and viewing it as
following extract:
on a footing of great stability. The Episcopal Re ing hie visitations in the Northern and Southern
same
principle,
the
western
churches
sung
a
psalm
not more their duty than their pleasure and privilege, corder,Philadelphia, has reached its IStli volume; the
Now what have we here, in illustration of tics. Collision produces light, and essential truth, while the people made their oblations.’ Vol. iiparts of his diocese. lie will make his Western vis
the popular explication given in the Jlomily of which is the sword of the spirit, never exhibits the iv. § viii. Again: ‘It was the custom of the primi to watch for opportunities to aid the cause of Christ Gospel Messenger,Utica,N. Y., its 15th; the Church, itations in April.
Salvation, of the Article to which it is attached? temper and brilliancy of its metal, so vividly as when tive church to fill up the time during which the peo and put forth a helping hand whilst the eye of faith man, its 10th; Southern Churchman, its 7th; Chris
•The drift is given, not an interpretation1
. vigorously wielded in a conflict with error. Doubt ple communicated by singing a psalm. We find glances its confidence heavenward. It is incredible tian Witness, Boston, its 6th; the Church Chroni
INDIANA.
There ip no attempt ‘to explain literally the less we may consider this as one purpose of God in from Cyril, Chrysostom and Jerome, that in the what might be done, in almost any parish church of cle, its 5th; the Banner of the Cross, its 3rd; the
We are informed by a letter from one of the war
permitting
potent
assailants
to
rise
up
against
the
wording of the doctrine of faith in the Arti
churches of Antioch and Jerusalem,‘O taste and see,’ our Lion, by the combined ardor of a few zealous Church Record, has just commenced, hut with every dens of the Church at Lawrenceburg, that the Rev.
cle.’ Singular explication! That doctrine is gospel. How much has the evidence of Christianity iVc. was sung during the communion in the 4th Ar servants of Christ. The ladies of a small church in prospect of steady increase: the Western Episcopa Mr. Prindle, of Terre Haute, has accepted a call of
declared to be only a ‘senfrncc, saying or form of gained by assaults from infidelity, which produced a ticle. In the west we find numerous traces of the Virginia educated between thirty and forty young Observer, a continuation of the Gambier Observer, the vestry to the rectorship, and will enter upon his
transient alarm ? And were we to abstract from our
men for the ministry and how think you, was it is now in its eleventh year, and it affords us pleasure duties in April next,
standard divinity all the spoils which have been won ) same custom.’ Vol. ii. c.'iv. xx,
*Cranmer'sCatechism; (Redemption.)

£l,c lUistcvn Episcopal febenun.'.
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enginery.—Its immemorial durability might excellence, the Quaker. lie was religious
REW 1QB PRINTINS 0FRC6,
During the lull in Europen dissension,
have been owing to the strongly entrenched and in all his doings, and, with few companions,
DIED, in Granville, Licking county, Ohio, on
adamantine rampart that had always presented seemed to stand apart from the majority of Switzerland has take occasion to have another
SATURDAY, MARCH 6, 1841.
its shoulder to the assailing flood; or the whole, his shipmates, as one who had little sympa little revolt. Two cantons, Soleure and Ar- Monday, the 15th inst., Miss Harriet Ann Pease,
HAVING OPENED AN OFFICE IN
form anl pressure of tlje C fine.” equally compact and secure, might have been
Rogers’ 3ioto, FourtfoStrett, West of /Hain,
thy with them: but every officer and sailor govia, whose people have recently adopted it the 30th year of her age.
Her death was occasioned by a disease oflhe spine,
preparing for this demoltiion through ages of sap- respected him, for he was intelligent and new constitutions proposed by the Govern
OOING-DOWN-ISM—AN ANCIENT PHILOSOPHIC SECT
ping.solving percolation.
»
ment of each, have been disturbed by the and was preceded by more than eight months of se
IS PREPARED TO EXECUTE TO ORDER ALL DESCRIPTIONS Of
faithful
—
as
brave
as
he
was
religious,
as
gen

PKPKODVCED—THE FALLS OF NIAGARA*
The angle of descent even' minute diminished. erous as he was reserved. He devoted his Catholics, who desiderated greater influence vere pain, borne with unusual patience and fortitude.
Book and Job
The philosophic sect or school of Going-dowx- At half past eight, the Biddle Tower and all the
than was accorded by either of the constitu She was a member of the Episcopal Church, in this
,3-rs, flourished at a very early period of the world. adjoining ground work had disappeared. The leisure to mental improvement, and the Bible;
place, and loved by us all. Sensible to the last, and
tions, or due to their numerical proportion in
jts palmiest days are supposed by some to have been tower sunk into the gulf like a subsiding wave.— but if a daring work of duty was to be done
conscious of her end, she resigned her soul to God, in a neat style, with accuracy and expedition.
each province. Soleure began the disturbance;
All ordtr, I*an*/ully
the last ‘one hundred and twenty years’ of antedilu- Shortly after, the water having made a subterran —a deed of danger and skill—there was none
with a joyful hope of a better world. Not a relative
and was scarcely quieted ere Argovia broke out
so
prompt
and
firm
as
the
Quaker
to
under
vian history—when ‘ the earth was corrupt and filled ean passage, burst through the wall of Goat Is
was here to follow her remains to the grave.—NewJubilee College.
in still greater disorders. Several towns re ark Advocate.
HE preparatory department of this institution
with violence.’
land, cumbered with the masses of rock and roll take it. Once a storm rose suddenly at night,
will be opened for the reception of students
The chief Rabbi, considered by many of his con ed with earth, and as instantly the crust above and (though I have forgotten the peculiar volted, and resisted the Government troops
on thefirst day of January, 1841.
for three days, sustaining more than one en
temporaries the founder of the sect, was conspicu collapsed and mixed in the wild chaos below. nautical circumstances,) it carried away
NOTICE.
The following extracts from the address made by
ous among those who affected to regard with jeer- Iu rapid succession, on the Canada side of the mast, the ship broached to, and a heavy sea gagement. T’lie result was the utter rout of The managers of the Louisville Protestant Epis Bishop Chase at the laying of the corner stone of
the
insurgents.
The
monks
had
taken
part
copal
Orphan
Asylum,finding
the
impression
is
gen

the
chapel and school house, will be explanatory of
jug contempt the ark-building of Noah. His Porti- Island, mass followed mass, until the Island, broke over the quarter; when as she heeled
-o and Academus-grove are said to have been situat throughout its entire length, was chafed and nar and the decks filled, it was discovered that all in the rebellion, and the Government visited eral, that there are as many children under their the character of the institution, and of the course
of studies which will be mainly insisted upon: _
,
ed upon an eminence which commanded a full view rowed down io a lean strip, which resisted farther the leeports had been closed, and the scuppers them with special punishment. This extreme care as can be accommodated, take this method ol
‘Man being immortal, to make him wise for this
informing
the
public,
that
they
are
prepared
to
re

of the Patriarch’s operations—thus affording him a encroachments as if of more substantial consti were not enough to release the accumulating measure is excepted by some, and not with
world is not worth the pains, but to make him wise
favorable opportunity of pouring the shafts of ridi tuents. On the British border, the wall of flood. The flapping of the loose sails against out apparent reason, to prove the source of ceive such applicants as come within the design of unto eternal life ig wprthy of ail efforts. This is the
great truth which formed the basis of the motives
cule and contempt upon the whole work. Still the loose friable rock was gored and ploughed away the rigging—the moaning of the winds and new troubles.—The excitement consequent the Institution.
and prompted to the present undertaking, and with
Application to be made to any of the managers.
Table
Rock,
so
much
resorted
to
by
vis.
•.
,
_
,
„
jrk-building proceeded apace. A blessing rested until the
upon
the
late
events
is
not
yet
allayed.
out which the same would never have been made.
.„ .
. ,
,
.
waters, quite drowned the voice of the trumpet,
*
The nature of the institution whereof the founda
apon it which much disturbed the growing sect of itors, fell down in fragment^, and the spiral stair- and there was great danger of the ship
’s
Cotton
Wrapping
Twine.
tion and corner stone is now to be laid, is theologi
case toppled.
Going-down-ists.
From
the
Sandwich
Islands.
—
A
number
OR sale by
cal—its end is the salvation of the souls of men by
‘On the American side, the great shelf is un going suddenly down in the trough of the of‘The Polynesian,’ published at Oahu, Sand
The ‘one hundred and twenty years’ gradually
D. K. CADK.
means of a Christian education. It is to be a school
billows.—Then, as the lurid lightnings for the
vore away. The Patriarch continued to preach molested; but the water falling over is greatly
March,
6,
1841.
of the prophets—ministers of the Gospel are to ,Vo
wich Islands, September 5th, says:
moment
illuminated
the
deck,
confusion
and
diminished,
it
being
diverted
to
the
largely
in

trained here. This is its primary object, and with
jo-hteousness—-and to superintend the great work
The all engrossing topic discussed in its
I. V. BISSELL,
out attaining this it fails of its end, which end, there
.^inmitted to him. The Going-down-ists preached creased. channel on the British side. Here the consternation were revealed in every direction
columns, is the French Treaty forced upon
fore, is never to be emerged in any other. Persons
EXCHANGE BROKER,
rtf/ng-r/orm-wn, and waxed more and more zealous waters have a prolonged fall of nearly a mile, the —the men were rushing for the boats, the
of all liberal professions in the arts and sciences are
the Sandwich Island government, by which
JVest
Third
Street,
binnacle
lights
were
out,
and
the
weather
plane
of
course
very
gentle,
commencing
above
herein day by day—-till they had well nigh succeedalso to be taught here, provided they be willing to
the latter agreed to admit Popery free of du
Feb. 27, 1841.
ffifncfnnatf, ©bin.
be taught the religion of the God of Christians-—
,d in banishing all charity and neighborly good will Goat Island and ending below the old fording helmsman had deserted his post: when, at the
ty,
ahd
brandy
at
a
duty
hot
exceeding
5
per
Father, Son and Holy Ghost—the Eloiin—tfik
Cfold and Silver.
rOm the earth, and, chiefly through their influence, place, the intermediate space being filled up anti critical moment, the voice of one, touching
Jehovah.’
...
graduated by deposits from above.’
his hat at the time, said firmly to the officer of cent, ad valorem.
ANTED by
‘all flesh had corrupted their way.’
In furtherance of these views of the founder, con
I.
M.
BISSELL.
The burden of complaints is, that the sub
stant and unremitted efforts will be used, not mere
Even when the work was completed according to
What a revulsion of feeling,—what a sensible go the deck: ‘Sir, shall I take the helm? no one
West Third Street. ly to develop the intellectual faculties, but also to
jects of his Hawaiian Majesty are guaranteed
he divine pattern, the Going-down-ists were bent ing down did our Rabbi suffer, when after having is there.’
cultivate the moral and religious affections; all stu
Indiana Scrip
no rights or privilages in France at all com
jpon its going down. With an air of gravity they enjoyed his triumph for a day, he read in the suc
‘Who speaks?’ said the officer.
dents therefore will receive daily instruction from
ANTED by
mensurate
with
those
granted
to
French
sub

aid ‘it could not stand.’ Noah meant well per- ceeding number of the Historical, Chronicle of Buffalo
‘It is the Quaker, sir.’
the Bible, and attend the services at the chapel.
I. M. BISSELL.
The course of the students in the arts and sciences
,aps—but his scheme was altogether chimerical, the following paragraph:
West Third Street.
‘Yes, take the helm, my good lad, and be jects at the Sandwich Islands, and that such
will be extensive and thorough; embracing the lan
he laying out of a great deal of money to no earthly ‘Niagara Falls haBenotfaU.cn—but are still fulling— quick, but first knock out a lee port, while 1 exclusive benefits no generous or magnani
guages,
mathematics, philosophy and belles-le(tres.
Currency.
,urpose. No ark was needed—and even if it were, as they have been from immemorial time. The bow hold the helm, and let out the water. The mous nation would require. One writer un
All students will board with tiie teacher, and be
ONSTANTLY
purchased
and
for
sale
by,
heir neighbor was altogether not the person to is this morning, as for days and years that are past, ship lays like a log, while these fools are cra dertakes to vindicate the Treaty, while others
come for the time being members of his family—
I. M. BISSELL.
painted in beauty upon the rising cloud of spray.
West Third Street. thus securing a constant and parental supervision.
warmly oppose it- The discussion had
iuild it.
The cataract of Niagara is still a wonder unto many, zy.’
TERMS)
At length the repose and sunshine of nature was and will contiuue to be so, till the ocean itself shall
The Quaker sprang with prompt alacrity elicited an explanation from the French Con
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)ur Going-dowri-ist philosopher however, still oblivious gulf-stream of eternity.’
Winter Strained Oil, expressly for Family use. sion will be charged for bpard and tuition.
ter—a vent was soon made, and the whirling Treaty, it does not interdict the Sandwich
uaintained a sceptical consistency. The dolugeUpon the reading whereof, our Cynic Rabbi is said
For sale by
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torm came on—washed away the sandy foundation literally to have gone down, or as the expression of
nished by the student.
,
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all
French
merchandises,
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets.
dauntless mariner with them; but in a moment
Washing aud lights furnished by the institution
f the Portico, swept away the Academus-grove of the times is, ‘utterly gone into liquidation.’
brandy and zvinc excepted, must not pay
and charged at reasonable prices.
Molasses.
he Rabbi—but with a dignified air he affected to reBut notwithstanding this personal catastrophe, the he was at the helm. Silence and obedi over 5 per cent, ad valorem.
All books and stationery furnished by the institu
Few Barrels Sugar House Alolasses.
ard it as only ‘a freshet,’—‘Noah would come to his deplorable and much deplored loss of this rare em- ence were restored among the crew, and the
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of washing and lights, the sum o*f $10 will be
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osophy still lives, and still delights in seeing things ed his steady eye upon the breaking sea, hea Polynesian, ‘is so directly at war with the
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets required in advance.
e wn.’
No student will be received until the current ex
But with the Noachean deluge,the philosophic sect go down. Such is the peculiar zest with which de ded the faltering prow to the wave, and the plain letter of the Treaty, that no man could
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f going-down-ists wont down,— reappearing only in a clining things are contemplated, that the mind of a ship, once more being relieved soon righted
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rfigmenlnry way till the era of the Greek schools, Going-down-ist comes at length into the habit of •—the sails secured were closely reefed, and manifest violence to the meaning, if this is to
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be judged of at all from the language. If
j
D. K. CAtJY.
vlien a sort of universal no-belief prevailed, and for considering every thing as placed on an inclined plane safety reassured.
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Streets.
want of a Portico, Diogeuus took his philosophic and only needing the benevolent application of ‘brute
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and of all the abstractions I ever heard of, I con since entered the joy of his Lord—endeavored to some oriental countries, especially on the coast of
unrivalled in their arrangement and complete meh
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Whether man in his first state of innocence tleman, who supposed his incognito to be preserv hoisted their unlucky brother out of the pit.
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.
importance of selecting suitable Church music, says:
The
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world
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civilization
and
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and purity, could have any pleasure in dancing is ed. The conversation turned upon some more
One of the newest collections we have, ‘The
For sale by
HENRY PERKINS,
ture, for us, occupied but a narrow space, upon Church Choir,’ by Rev. Mr. Muenscher, is one of
234 Chesnut stree-v
not worth inquiry. I suppose he might, and recent measure of the President, which the host
THE COCKATRICE.
Philadelphia.
the surface of the globe. A few little islands in the best, so far as I have examined, for the use
Calmet inclines to the opinion that this reptile the eastern part of the Mediterranean, together of the Episcopal Church, and any choir which has
might have enjoyed it harmlessly. ‘That there and his friends spoke of with strong commenda
Barnes on Isaiah.
a selection to make would do well to take this col
is something in it pleasurable to nature, I think tion. At the first pause Mrs. Adams turned to is the naja, or cobra di capcllo, of the Portuguese. with some of the adjacent coast, extending in the lection.”
OTES, critical, explanatory and practical, on
the book of the prophet Isaiah, with a new
We are glad to see, that the author of the ‘Church
is manifest from the universality of the practice; him, and with a look of arch good nature which From the mention made of the cockatrice in Scrip south a considerable distance along the Nile, and
translation ; by Albert Barnes, in 3 large 8»o vol
in the east to the Euphrates, contained the Choir,’ has adapted it to the wants of our Church,
every people, from the most refined to the most few eyes ever could express like hers, said, ‘The ture—especially by Isaiah—we must infer that
scenes of all that is now interesting in the early by giving a much larger share of music adapted to umes.
Just received and for sale at the bookstore of
it is exceedingly venomous. The naja, it is said, annals of mankind. We do not measure the our service, than it is usual to find in work? of this
savage and brutal, have some sort of measured old lady was with him then.’
kind. In another respect we believe this work is
Family Magazine.
ISAAC N. WHITING.
contains the most fatal poison. Moreover, it is dignity of the events by the space they occupied to be preferred to many of the most popular collec
exercise, orstudied movement of the body, which
Columbus, January 15, 1841.
far from inspiring fear or dread in the beholder, but by the interest with which they are invested. tions of music; thewords set to music, have not
is denominated dancing. It is equally not worth
THE LAMB TAKEN.
This compression, however, as often happens in been socinianized. In one other respect, too, the
inquiry in what the gratification consists, whe
IDf'UcL’H <£pte'copa( Observer
An irreligious couple residing at W—, near being admired rather for the glitter of its scales
life, was not without its system of compensa arrangement of this will be considered by some, as
ther simply in the animation of the spirits and S—, as I was told by an old man in my congrega and the splendor of its colors. It is of a yellow tion. If it brought communities into close con being an advantage over most other collections of is PRINTED ATTHE WESTERN CHURCH press
Church music; the several parts intended for the
Rogers' Row. IFest Fourth-Street, Cincinnati,
the exercise of the limbs, or whether in some tion, upon the death of their only child, were deep or ash color, according to its age and the reason of tact, and excited passions which too often led to Organ and Piano, are written on the staff, as is
BY THOMAS R. RAYMOND.
satisfaction also to our perception of form, and ly afflicted, and, being destitute of Christian hope, the year. On its neck are curved, whitish lines, war, it excited also more generous rivalries, customary in music for the Piano. It has not, there
fore, any figured bass.—Chroniele of the Church, N.
Terms.—Two dollars and fifty cents, in advance
time, and other combinations, which in music they loudly expressed their discontent at the in the form of spectacles. These lines are bor which led to a competition in the efforts of gen Haven, Ct. A distinguished Professor of music re or three dollars at the end of six months.
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and painting, we call harmony. Let it be ad providence of God, and entreated their faithful dered with a deep red. The eyes are lively and
A11 letters relating to subscriptions, or other busi
works of art. If these little states were more ‘Church Choir,’ I most unhesitatingly pronounce it
mitted that there is some pleasure in dancing— minister to tell them why He, who is the Lord of full of fire. It can erect its scales, which in the easily overthrown, they were more easily resus the best collection of music fur the Psalms and ness matters connected with the press, to be ad
dressed to the Publisher. Communications for the
apart from all from which it never can be parted, all, and whose very name the Bible says is Love, sun-light reflect the hues of glittering gold. It is citated; and individual self-love was brought Hymns of the P. E. Churoh, which has ever fallen paper should be directed to the “Editors of the West
under my observation. I am particularly gratified to
the adventitious excitements of time, and place, should have removed from them their only, their generally three or four feet in length, but has been more readily in aid of patriotism, because each find in the First Part so many favorite airs retain ern Episcopal Observer.” Postage to be pre-paid in
ing their original composition, with the addition all cases.
and company, in which it is performed: this 11 darling child. The man of God—and this name seen seven or eight feet. Its bite is very dan felt his importance in the narrow circle, which al
harmony so eminently characteristic of the work.
Advertisements, notinconsistent with the general I
shut in the objects that were dearest to him.
suppose will constitute ‘dancing in the abstract;’ I is Tightly applied to their good pastor, who has gerous. and without ha^ty antidotes, fatal. In
The Chants and Anthems of Fart Second are character of the paper, inserted on the usual teiqns. I
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